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 Formal concept analysis is the process of data analysis mechanism with 
emergent attractiveness across various fields such as data mining, robotics, 
medical, big data and so on. FCA is helpful to generate the new learning 
ontology based techniques. In medical field, some growing kids are facing 
the problem of representing their knowledge from their gathered prior data 
which is in the form of unordered and insufficient clustered data which is not 
supporting them to take the right decision on right time for solving the 
uncertainty based questionnaires. In the approach of decision theory, many 
mathematical replicas such as probability-allocation, crisp set, and fuzzy 
based set theory were designed to deals with knowledge representation based 
difficulties along with their characteristic. This paper is proposing new 
ideological blended approach of FCA with FLC and described with major 
objectives: primarily the FCA analyzes the data based on relationships 
between the set of objects of prior-attributes and the set of attributes based 
prior-data, which the data is framed with data-units implicated composition 
which are formal statements of idea of human thinking with conversion of 
significant intelligible explanation. Suitable rules are generated to explore the 
relationship among the attributes and used the formal concept analysis from 
these suitable rules to explore better knowledge and most important factors 
affecting the decision making. Secondly how the FLC derive the 
fuzzification, rule-construction and defuzzification methods implicated for 
representing the accurate knowledge for uncertainty based questionnaires. 
Here the FCA is projected to expand the FCA based conception with help of 
the objective based item set notions considered as the target which is 
implicated with the expanded cardinalities along with its weights which is 
associated through the fuzzy based inference decision rules. This approach is 
more helpful for medical experts for knowing the range of patient’s memory 
deficiency also for people whose are facing knowledge explorer deficiency. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is a process with the data analysis feature which represents and 
obtains the embedded relationships between the objects based attributes and the objects based set of 
attributes. Formal concept analysis is the process of data analysis mechanism with emergent attractiveness 
across various fields such as data mining, robotics, medical, big data and so on. It helpful to analyzes the 
generalized data by deriving the relationship between an exacting set of objects and an exacting set of 
attributes of concern objects. In FCA, the data is represented with the help of structured implicated data-units 
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by deriving the prescribed perception of concepts of human’s brain thinking nature for generating the 
significant intelligible analysis statements and FCA is also holding another advantage of conceptual 
clustering technique which is used to offer the intended similes for the perceptions of abstracts along with the 
data-unit productivity implication [1]. Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), pioneered in the 1980’s by Wille [2], 
is a method for extracting formal concepts–natural clusters of objects and attributes–from binary object-
attribute relational data. FCA has great appeal in the context of knowledge discovery [3], information 
retrieval [4] and social networking analysis applications [5] because arranging data as a concept lattice yields 
a powerful and intuitive representation of the dataset [4], [6]. The FCA based formal context is derives the set 
of objects of objectives and attributes of objects through the binary relationship mechanism, but in real-time 
scenario it is supplementary significant to judge the straight relationships between objects of individual 
objectives of concern data-sets [7]. The definitional arguments stay unsettled, mainly because the 
psychologists and anthropologists are acknowledged through the various languages with help of logical 
symbol based structure which is formed by the individuals to signal meanings suggest various  
oncologists [9]. 
In various fields of applications has faced difficulties while processing the indistinguishable 
formless knowledge which is not suitable to robust into the classical logics of binary innovation mechanism. 
The binary based implicated representations such as the combinational answers of yes or no, true or false and 
1 or 0 is difficult to generate the significant answers for the some complex questions such as whether a place 
is large or whether two states are close to each other [10]. The various range of size of degrees and proximity 
computations are used to represent the vague knowledge. Fuzzy based logical implications are best fit for 
deriving the scale of truth degree values to represent the vague knowledge. From these advancements, firstly 
it has formalized for propositional based implicated logics [11] and it has computationally implicated with 
various other logics along with their associated logical formalisms sequences such as the FCA and 
description logics (DL) [12], [13]. While implementing the fuzzy logic sequences to a past designed 
formalism some complications are noticed such as whether the real data-unit intermission values will be used 
for the set of degrees of truth values or used for the set of a supplementary degrees of truth values of complex 
lattices, retrieval of conjunction based semantics, In existing proposed methodology to decide which part of 
functionalities are continued for furthered execution without any modifications and which logical are missing 
whether these laggings logics will successfully solvable by the fuzzy logic based matching part. There type 
of decisional based thinking’s are generated by using the fuzzy logic implicated FCA (FLiFCA) and fuzzy 
logic implicated DL (FLiDL). Researchers has proposed various approaches by using the FCA implicated DL 
sequences. Some approaches are executed with help of the computational based concept sequences [14], 
some approaches [15] ontology based computational progression which is used for developing and retrieving 
the embedded based learning data units by taking the support of graph implicated data sets [16], [17]. For 
executing the conjunctions in excess of concept based data, the set of attributes (SoA) are used for 
representing the objects in FCA based approached developments and the concept based descriptions are used 
for representing the individuals in DL based methods. The same class of semantics are flexible, sharable for 
executing the SoA in FCA and concept names based conjunctives in DL based methods [16].  
FCA is helpful to generate the new learning ontology based techniques. The major problems are 
identified in medical field, some growing kids are facing the problem of representing their knowledge from 
their gathered prior data which is in the form of unordered and insufficient clustered data which is not 
supporting them to take the right decision on right time for solving the uncertainty based questionnaires. the 
FCA is projected to expand the FCA based conception with help of the objective based item set notions 
considered as the target which is implicated with the expanded cardinalities along with its weights which is 
associated through the fuzzy based inference decision rules. This approach is more helpful for medical 
experts for knowing the range of patient’s memory deficiency also for people whose are facing knowledge 
explorer deficiency. 
 
 
2. PAPER OBJECTIVES 
This paper is proposing new ideological blended approach of FCA with FLC and described with 
major objectives: The FCA analyzes the data based on relationships between the set of objects of prior-
attributes and the set of attributes based prior-data, which the data is framed with data-units implicated 
composition which are formal statements of idea of human thinking with conversion of significant intelligible 
explanation. How the FLC derive the fuzzification, rule-construction and defuzzification methods implicated 
for representing the accurate knowledge for uncertainty based questionnaires. This approach is more helpful 
for medical experts for knowing the range of patient’s memory deficiency also for people whose are facing 
knowledge explorer deficiency. 
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3. FCA BASED IMPLICATIONS 
The FCA implications will derive two major objective based classifications such as formal 
implicated contexts (FICtx) and formal concepts (FICpt) as shown in Figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Execution and computational sequences of FCA based formal implicated contexts (FICtx) and 
formal concepts (FICpt) 
 
 
4. FUZZY LOGIC IMPLICATIONS 
The classical based set (CbS) theory and fuzzy based set (FbS) theory are the major basic 
computational components for designing and executing the embedded based systems. The CbS theory is 
representing the sets with an objects either it is member or not and the FbS theory is deriving the classes of 
degree for representing the membership functions, the membership function based object degrees are 
represented by real numbers such as 0 treated as no value in membership and 1 treated as full membership or 
some times between 0 and 1 [8]. FLC based reasoning (FLCbR) along with the graded concepts is holding 
the various advantages along with the various practical applications based uses [18]. FLCbR is extensively 
using in robotics, home need appliances, pattern recognition, image processing and many more. The FLCbR 
is best suitable in soft computing based hybrid systems such as fuzzy based neural system, fuzzy implicated 
genetic algorithms, neural-genetic systems, virtual and artificial intelligence and their application sequences 
[19]. The FLC system implicated microcontroller exists two division which is connected with the object code 
based correlated sectors. The first division deriving the feasibility to perform the functionalities of FLC based 
algorithm such as fuzzification, inference rule based assessment and defuzzification along with the FLC 
inference rule based mechanism [10]. Another division is help full to prepared the FLC based inputs and 
output come response along with application depended specific inference rules to carry towards to execute 
the FLC rule based mechanism. In FLC system, the Granulation is represented as in form of relations of input 
or output variables and in the form of information compression of variables. 
 
 
5. METHODOLOGY IMPLICATIONS 
In medical field some growing kids are facing the problem of representing their knowledge from 
their gathered prior data which is in the form of unordered and insufficient clustered data which is not 
supporting them to take the right decision on right time for solving the uncertainty based questionnaires. The 
medical assumptions based process deviate in the degree parameters which involves attempting to treaty with 
different cause difficulties aspect of hypothesis such as importance of relative-objectives, varied-postulation 
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and the measuring the weak and strong relationships between questionnaires along with expected results 
which is gathered from their clients memory cells. In this process the FCA data analysis and FLC concept 
based lattices are more useful to retrieve the related knowledge from their client with this represented 
knowledge doctors will get the conclusion about their mental level of knowledge retrieval and is help full to 
prescribe the concern medicine to improve their reasoning skills. The FCA is used to analyze the data and 
FLC concept based lattices based inference rules used to perform the decision making methods with the help 
of the concern FLC reasoning approach for knowing the knowledge representation level or range of the 
children or clients and for deriving some class of conceptualization for the medical field by analyzing the 
medical test case based texts related to the generating the knowledge based on the some questionnaires. The 
table1 is representing the derived formal context based objects along with the concern attributes with help of 
related text-fields. Here the assumptions are build by concerning the relations which is represented in Table 
1, they are holding the additional and-or insufficient in their intelligence that we have very closer in day to 
day life activities and all non-occurring relations in the text are considered as partial negative opinions. Here 
the classes are generated with help of group of objects and generating the concept based chain of relation by 
analyzing their concern shared linguistic-contexts of objects. Here the meaningful classes are formed along 
with their hierarchies by using the cluster techniques based assumptions used for generating the group terms 
for knowledge retrieval process based on their age group. Table 1 is representing the concept lattice of the 
FICtx values illustrate in Figure 2 which is representing the relationships between the various nodes of 
objects along with their concern attributes and also it altered into a biased-order in a simple way of the 
removable mode of bottom object attribute by establishing an ontological concept for every node of FICpt 
along with their names by representing the concern intent and it is initiated with the sub-concept for every 
object based attribute in the dependent of the FICpt in concern questionnaires generated by the expert.  
The natural language parser is helpful for deriving the essential object based dependencies from the 
words of concern attributes and every answer based statements are generated with help of FLC concept based 
lattices intent (FLCCLI) which is representing the language based depiction, FLC concept based lattices 
extent (FLCCLE) which is representing the SoO of concern objectives used for referring the depiction, FLC 
concept based lattices context (FLCCLC) in the concern words and these dependencies achieved through the 
in a simple way of execution helpful to retrieve the range of concern knowledge from the clients and to make 
possible by the human sympathetic of mechanically derived lattices and concept hierarchies with concern 
objects along with their attributes. This assumption of entirety of information is helpful to find all the 
possible occurrences by comparing the attributes of objects of individual with some group of attributes of 
objects by conserving the combination of SoO and SoA for generating the FCA implicated fuzzy sets which 
is needed to retrieve the knowledge based order and choices of the questionnaires as mentioned in Table 2 
which is representing the logical attributes: fuzzy attributes with concern FCA implicated FLC lattice based 
computations such as Gödel based t-norm, intuition, hedge and various range of fuzzy sets as shown in 
Figure 3 and in section 5.2. In the experimental results generated the context with 8 number of objects, 9 
number of attributes, 17 number of nodes and 27 number of arcs of lattice based relationship. Table 1 shows 
a comparison of various optimization techniques based on certain criteria 
 
 
Table 1. Logical attributes with crisp attributes and objects with concern relationships in FICtx 
 Road Water Air Wheels Wings 
Passenger 
Transportion 
Goods 
Transporation 
Fuel 
Usage 
Animal 
Usage 
Cars X   X  X X X  Bikes X   X    X  Flights   X X X X X X  Ships  X    X X X  Helicopter   X   X  X  Auto X   X  X X X  Bicycle X   X      Bullacord    X  X   X 
 
 
5.1. FLC concept based lattices 
FLC concept based lattices are best for solving the complex problems in big-data, soft computing 
and robotics based investigative analysis process. The FLC concept based lattices are majorly deriving the 
three components such as: FLC concept based lattices intent (FLCCLI) which is representing the language 
based depiction, FLC concept based lattices extent (FLCCLE) which isrepresenting the SoO of concern 
objectives used for referring the depiction, FLC concept based lattices context (FLCCLC) which is 
represented with the concern universe of entire probable objects and the universe of entire probable attributes 
of objects along with the their related logical classification of the concern relation-type which the object 
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possesses an attribute values then it indicates the relationships of SoA along with the SoA which is used to 
execute the functionalities for further development of the system. In FLCCLC, with help of substance of 
degree the decision making process can be occur such as whether an concern object is belongs to a concern 
concept or not and whether it consists an attribute or not, some time the decision is treated as crisp if the 
many attributes are holding the values in fuzzification [20]. In this approach the computational complexities 
are performed by the numerical values. Here the numerical values are allocated to every attribute by 
implicating with concern scaling factor. Finally the outcome responses are generated with help of table 
formation by deriving the related associates of every allocated object based values within the mentioned 
series to the numerical value by signifying the applicability of specified degree values. Here the FLCCLC are 
represented with the graphs with help of lattices and concern nodes along with their various diverse inter-
connectivity ranges [23]. The crisp based data implementation way is differ in FLC based DL and FLC 
implicated FCA. In generalized fuzzy logic sequences, sometimes the computational scenarios are not 
flexible for executing the operations, but in FLC implicated FCA is deriving the future of fuzzy based SoA 
[10]. The generalized DL based concept descriptions are similarly implementing the FLC based DL, here the 
only semantics are fuzzy based but they are not pure fuzzy logic. The Gödel represented t-norm is used 
accurately in the section of FLC based FCA where the semantics will partly covers by the fuzzy based DL 
which is most probably consent to synergies as in the crisp case of scenarios [24]. In Gödel based t-norm 
representations, sometimes it is holding the essential limit when the FLC based FCA implementation uses the 
weak-conjunction (WC) for the semantics of SoA while DL utilized the strong-conjunction (SC) for its 
concern semantics [25][26]. The SC and WC correspond solitary for the Gödel based t-norm. There is 
another limit in DL point of view which is the Gödel based t-norm is the solitary t-norm for which the 
standard DL based reasoning operations are acknowledged to be decisional scenario [21][22]. 
 
5.2. FCA implicated fuzzy logic set, t-norms and hedges 
FLC is deriving the well-defined semantics for indicating the indistinct-data by using the scale of 
truth degrees of range values [27][28]. This approach representing the truth degrees interval values such as 
[0.0, 1.1] from the real-unit-interval [0, 1]. FLC is deriving the various computational operational sequences 
to define the concern its semantics. 
 
 
Table 2. Logical attributes along with the fuzzy attributes of input values 
 Road Water Air Wheels Wings 
Passenger 
Transportion 
Goods 
Transporation 
Fuel 
Usage 
Animal 
Usage 
Cars 1   0.9  0.8 0.7 0.6  Bikes 1   0.9    0.8  Flights   1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5  Ships  1    0.9 0.8 0.7  Helicopter   1   0.9  0.8  Auto 1   0.9  0.8 0.7 0.6  Bicycle 1   0.9      Bullacord    1  0.8   0.7 
 
 
5.2.1.Godel based t-norm 
It represents the binary operation along with binary operator U: [0, 1] x [0, 1]  [0, 1] which is 
commutative, associative, monotone rule passing scenarios and finally it derives 1 as its outcome unit value. 
Here each incessant t-norm presents to mount to a binary based operator V: [0, 1] x [0, 1]  [0, 1] which is 
derives the unique-operator fulfilling for all z ∈ [0, 1]. 
 
z ≤ x => y if and only if x U z ≤ y 
 
5.2.2.FCA based intuition 
The intuition is that the t-norm and the residuum can be used to interpret conjunction and 
implication, respectively. Among the many continuous t-norms perhaps the simplest one, and the one we 
shall be interested in, is the Gödel t-norm. 
 
x U y = min{x, y}  
Residuum:  if x ≤ y  
Then x => y = 1   
Otherwise y 
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5.2.3.FCA based hedge 
It is a unary operator that is idempotent and satisfies 1* = 1, a* ≤ a, and (a => b) * ≤ a* => b* for all 
a, b [0, 1]. It is used for truth-stressing, to increase the contrast between 1 and the smaller truth values. A 
simple hedge is the globalization, defined as 1* = 1 and a* = 0 for a ≠ 0. 
 
5.2.4.FCA based fuzzy set 
Fuzzy sets are a central idea of Fuzzy Logics. Given a set M a fuzzy (sub-)set T of M is a function 
T: M → [0; 1], that maps each element of M to its membership degree in T. The cardinality of a fuzzy set T 
is defined as the cardinality of its support {x ∈ M | T(x) > 0}. Two fuzzy sets T1 and T2 can be compared 
point wise by defining T1 ⊆ T2 iff T1(x) ≤ T2(x) for all x ∈ M. alternatively, one can associate a subset-hood 
degree with T1 and T2 by defining; 
 
S(T1, T2) = inf x∈ M T1(x) =>T2(x) 
 
figure 2 shows the concept lattice of the FICtx values. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Experimented figure of logical attributes with crisp attributes and objects with concern relationships 
in FICtx 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Nodes of lattices mechanically derived from relationship indication of vehicle representational 
knowledge based on Table 1 and Figure 2 
 
 
5.3. Crisp FCA implicated with fuzzy logic 
In the crisp setting has implicated with crisp FCA in addition to fuzzy FCA, as we shall need the 
crisp version of the Duquenne-Guigues Base in the later sections.  
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In crisp FCA [11], data is typically represented in the form of cross tables such as the one in Table 
1. More formally, a formal context is a triple K = (G,M,I) where G is a set, called the set of objects, M is a 
set, called the set of attributes, and I ⊆ G×M is a binary relation, called the incidence relation. For sets A⊆ G 
and B ⊆ M the derivation operators are defined as  
 
A↑ ={m ∈ M | ∀g ∈ A: (g, m) ∈ I}, 
B↓ ={g ∈ G | ∀m ∈ B: (g,m) ∈ I} 
 
The two derivation operators.↑ and ↓form an antitone Galois-connection. An implication A → B, 
where A, B ⊆ M, is said to hold in the context K if A↓⊆B.↓. 
A set of attributes U ⊆ M respects A→B iffA does not ⊆ of U or B ⊆ U. A → B follows from a set 
of implications L iff every set U that respects all implications from L also respects A → B.  
In a fuzzy context K = (G, M, I) the incidence relation I is a fuzzy relation, i.e. a fuzzy subset of G x 
M. The derivation operators are defined for fuzzy subsets A of G and fuzzy subsets B of M as follows: 
 
A↑ (m) = inf(g∈G) (A(g)* => I(g, m))  
B↓ (g) = inf(m∈M)(B(m) => I(g, m) 
 
In fuzzy FCA the implications are allowed to be fuzzy. A fuzzy implication is a pair written as A → 
B where A and B are fuzzy subsets of M. Let U be a fuzzy subset of M. The degree to which A → B holds in 
U is defined as 
 
||A → B||U = S(A,U)*) => S(B, U) 
The degree to which A → B holds in IK is defined as  
||A → B||IK = ming2G ||A → B||Ig,  
Where Ig is the fuzzy set to which each m ∈ M belongs with degree I(g, m). Let L be a fuzzy set of 
fuzzy implications.  
A set U ⊆ M is called a model of L if ||A → B||U≥ I (A → B) holds for every fuzzy Implication of  
A → B. 
A → B follows from L to degree q if ||A → B||U ≥ q for all models U of L. 
 
Figure 4 shows the visualized conceptual clusters related to vehicle representational knowledge compounds. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. The resulting conceptual clustering of the text clusters along with visualized for the clusters related 
to vehicle representational knowledge compounds and generated the context with 8 objects, 9 attributes, 17 
nodes and 27 arcs 
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Figure 5 and 6 shows the logical attributes by concerning the partial input fuzzy attribute values and the 
complete fuzzy attribute values respectively 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Logical attributes by concerning the partial input fuzzy attribute values 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Logical attributes by concerning the complete fuzzy attribute values 
 
 
Figure 7 shows the resulting of full concept lattice along with visualized clusters related to vehicle 
representational knowledge compounds and Figure 8 shows the graphical representation of fuzzy logic 
implicated interval relationship. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. The resulting conceptual clustering of the text clusters along with visualized for the clusters related 
to vehicle representational knowledge compounds 
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Figure 8. Graphical representation of fuzzy logic implicated interval relationships 
 
 
Figure 9 shows the extents and intents along with logical values and Figure 10 shows a particular lattices of 
relationship of attributes of one object to another object. 
 
 
All Concepts of AOC poset: 
1-Extent: Bikes, Bicycle, Cars, Auto, Intent : Road, Wheels 
2-Extent: Bullacord, Intent : Animal Usage, Passanger Transportation, Wheels 
3-Extent: Bullacord, Flights, Cars, Auto, Ships, Helicopter, Intent : Passenger Transportation 
4-Extent: Bikes, Bicycle, Bullacord, Flights, Cars, Auto, Intent : Wheels 
6-Extent: Ships, Intent : Goods Transportation, Fuel Usage, Passenger Transportation, Water 
7-Extent: Flights, Helicopter, Intents : Fuel Usage, Passenger Transportation, Air 
10-Extent: Bikes, Cars, Auto, Intents : Road, Fuel Usage, Wheels 
12-Extent: Flights, Cars, Auto, Ships, Intent : Goods Transportation, Fuel Usage, Passenger 
Transportation 
13-Extent: Bikes, Flights, Cars, Auto, Ships, Helicopter, Intent : Fuel Usage 
15-Extent: Flights,Intent : Goods Transportation, Fuel Usage, Passenger Transportation, Wheels, 
Wings, Air 
16-Extent: Cars, Auto, Intent : Goods Transportation, Fuel Usage, Passenger Transportation, Wheels 
 
Figure 9. Output of multi valued multi-contexts of extents and intents along with the logical scale 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10.Particular lattices of relationship of attributes of one object to attributes of another object with the 
conceptual clustering mechanism 
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6.  CONCLUSION 
FCA analyzes data which describe relationship between a particular set of objects and a particular 
set of attributes. The data are structured into units which are formal abstractions of concepts of human 
thought, allowing meaningful comprehensible interpretation. This paper is recommending new ideological 
blended approach of FCA with FLC and described with major objectives: primarily the FCA analyzes the 
data based on relationships between the set of objects of prior-attributes and the set of attributes based prior-
data, which the data is framed with data-units implicated composition which are formal statements of idea of 
human thinking with conversion of significant intelligible explanation. Suitable rules are generated to explore 
the relationship among the attributes and used the formal concept analysis from these suitable rules to explore 
better knowledge and most important factors affecting the decision making. Secondly how the FLC derive 
the fuzzification, rule-construction and defuzzification methods implicated for representing the accurate 
knowledge for uncertainty based questionnaires. This approach is more helpful for medical experts for 
knowing the range of patient’s memory deficiency also for people whose are facing knowledge explorer 
deficiency. 
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